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Abstract
This article tests the effect of hurdle rates and adverse selection on escalation of
commitment. Participants consist of 135 junior managers who had passed two course of
management. The result indicates that the managers with adverse selection conditions will
tend not to continue unfavorable projects. This research also affirms that the managers
with adverse selection conditions will be more likely not to continue projects that are
not favorable under the conditions of self-set hurdle rates compared to the conditions
of organization-set hurdle rates. This article may contribute to empirical evidence of a
decline in comprehensive escalation of commitments.
Keyword: adverse selection, self-set hurdle rates, organization-set hurdle rates, escalation
of commitment

Introduction
Such empirical evidences show that project managers tend to
endure unfavorable projects (Rutledge & Karim, 1999; Dewi & Supriyadi,
2012). This irrational behavior is called escalation of commitment caused
by perceptual bias, assessment bias, management impression, and irrational
competition from decision makers (Bazerman, 1994). Bounded rationality
and unexpected experience of past losses should not be taken into account
in decision making by managers (Bazerman, 1994; Fersi & Boujelbéne,
2017). Manager’s escalation behavior may be explained by several theories
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such as self-justification theory (Kutan, Naz, & Shah, 2018; Brockner,
1992; Beeler & Hunton, 1997; Cheng, et al, 2003), agency theory
(Harrison & Harrell, 1993; Dewi & Supriyadi, 2012), and prospect theory
(Chepurenko, 2015; White, 1986). The increasing escalation of manager’s
commitment brings losses to the company. Therefore, a method is badly
needed to reduce the escalation of commitment (Gosh, 1997; McNamara,
Moon, & Bromiley, 2002; Cheng, et al, 2003; Chong & Suryawati, 2010).
A salient issue of the company world would be a question of how
to reduce the manager’s commitment escalation. Some managers who tend
to escalate commitments are those who have a good reputation on some
previous projects. If the manager finds a loss at several stages before the
project ends, the manager has so high confident that the project will succeed
in the end. The manager only thinks of future profits without considering
the costs that have been incurred in greater effects. Therefore, reducing
the escalation of manager’s commitment can be possible in the presence of
hurdle rates as a limitation of the ability to continue a project or not. Cheng,
et al, (2003) shows that hurdle rates are an effective way of reducing the
escalation of commitment managers for non-economic projects, although
a more effective self-set hurdle rate reduces commitment escalation rather
than an organization-set hurdle rate. Dewi and Supriyadi (2012) show that
managers with adverse selection conditions tend to escalate commitments
even though the company has conducted monitoring control.
Some other studies shows that hurdle rates can reduce escalation
of commitment (Cheng, et al, 2003) and adverse selection can increase
the escalation of commitment (Harrison & Harrell, 1993; Harrell
& Harrison, 1994; Dewi & Supriyadi, 2012). This raises a gap if the
hurdle rates (self-set and organization-set) and the adverse selection are
used to show the tendency of escalation of the manager’s commitment.
The manager’s tendency to be in adverse selection conditions (private
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information and incentive to shirk) with the presence of a hurdle rate (selfset and organization-set) to continue or not an unfavorable project. This
article aims to examine the effect of hurdle rates and adverse selection on
the escalation of manager commitment by using experimental methods.
This research contributes to confirm empirical evidence for the decline in
comprehensive escalation of commitments.
Developing Hypotheses
Self-justification theory has been a relevant theory to explain
the escalation of commitment at the level of individual decision makers
(Brockner, 1992; Cheng, et al, 2003). Individual behaviors who seek
to rationalize their previous behavior tend to defend themselves against
adverse consequences (Festinger, 1957; Sumaedi, Juniarti, & Bakti, 2015;
Hensel & Visser, 2018) demonstrates that a person is highly committed
when a program is chosen by them and they are personally responsible
for the negative consequences. Self-justification theory has been generated
from cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957) and psychological
commitment theory (Kiesler, 1971) which explains the motivations
underlying the escalation of manager’s commitment (Cheng, et al,
2003). Self-justification theory assumes that individuals can surpass the
consequences of adverse passive distortions in an attempt to rationalize
behavioral error (Dewi & Supriyadi, 2012). A manager will escalate
commitments if they receive information that does not interfere with the
decisions they have made on a project. Even though the project losses, they
have high trust that the project will succeed in the near future.
Escalation of commitment is an action that refers to irrational
decisions to allocate additional resources of a project that has experienced
setbacks or losses and prospects for unfavorable future returns (Brockner,
1992; Fox & Hoffman, 2002). Basically, an individual faces a situation
Vol. 3 No. 2, May - August 2018
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where costs have been spent to achieve a goal that is impossible to achieve,
regardless of the consequences in the future for the actions that have been
taken (Fox & Hoffman, 2002; Carneiro-Da-Cunha, Dos Santos, De
Souza, Alssabak, & Macau, 2015). Escalation of commitment to a project
can occur when there is sustained commitment and negative information
(Keil, 1995). Escalation involves commitment of resources in the face of
negative interim results, but the end result may be positive or probably
negative (Pan, et al, 2006). Allocation of previous resource to the project
causes continuous project to fail, although from a rational point of view,
past costs are no longer relevant in making decisions (Fox & Hoffman,
2002).
Capital budgeting or investment valuation can be said to be one
of the most important and challenging management tasks in business
organizations. One approach of this practice is that companies set hurdle
rates or minimum rate of return; the investment projects are required to
match funds received by managers (Dutta & Fan, 2009). Hurdle rates
are defined as the expected rate of return from long-term investment
opportunities (Kalyebara & Ahmed, 2011)which are equal to the actual
cost of capital (Brealey & Mysers, 2000). Some agree that the hurdle
rate should be based on the cost of capital of an investment (Septyanto,
Sudarwan, & Dewanto, 2017). If the expected rate of return meets a
positive function of risk, the company tends to over invest in risk projects
(Mahdi & Abbes, 2018; Abedifar, Molyneux, & Tarazi, 2013; Ayoub,
2014).
Cheng et al (2003) divided the hurdle rates into two, namely selfset hurdle rates and organization-set hurdle rates. This level of limitation
is a limitation for the manager to continue or not continue an unfavorable
project. The presence of self-set hurdle rates and organization-set hurdle
rates encourage managers to reduce the escalation of their commitments
Vol. 3 No. 2, May - August 2018
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because they have limited their ability to a project. Therefore, hypothesis
1 (one) and hypothesis 2 (two) are managers with self-set hurdle rates will
be greater not to continue projects that are not profitable than managers
who do not have hurdle rates (H1) and managers with organization-set
hurdle rates will be greater not to continue projects that are not profitable
than managers who do not have hurdle rates (H2). Managers should
invest the resources available in projects that are projected to provide the
greatest benefits to the company and periodically evaluate the economic
performance of the project. Managers should continue projects that are
projected to benefit the company and stop projected projects that are not
profitable to avoid corporate losses (Horngren, et al, 2009).
The adverse selection problem arises when managers have private
information (for example, information about projections of future project
performance) and incentive to shirk or act in their own interests at the
expense of principal interests (Chong & Suryawati, 2010). When these
two conditions exist, agent can look irrational from the principal’s point
of view (such as continuing an unfavorable project) but rational according
to the agent (Harrison & Harrell, 1993). The reason of this seemingly
irrational behavior is that managers try to justify their past behavior
(Lanfranchi, Giannetto, & Pascale, 2016; Naz, Shah, & Kutan, 2017). The
irrational behavior of managers who justify their behavior at the expense of
perennial interests can harm the company as a whole. Therefore, hypothesis
3 (three) is managers with adverse selection conditions will be more likely
to continue projects that are not profitable than managers who are not in
that condition (H3).
Dewi and Supriyadi (2012) show that managers with adverse
selection conditions will tend to continue unfavorable projects. They
conducted an interaction between adverse selection and monitoring
control in reducing the escalation of commitment but the results did not
Vol. 3 No. 2, May - August 2018
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show the expected results. Cheng et al (2003) show that hurdle rates can
reduce manager’s commitment escalation. They tested hurdle rates with
self-set hurdle rates and organization-set hurdle rates while the impact
significantly affected the manager’s commitment escalation (Moulton,
Thomas, & Pruett, 1996). Self-set hurdle rates predominantly take effect
the escalation of manager’s commitment rather than organization-set
hurdle rates (Hodgkinson & Starbuck, 2009). Therefore, this article wants
to examine the interaction between the adverse selection and hurdle rates
(self-set hurdle rates or organization-set hurdle rates) so that the hypothesis
4 (four) and hypothesis 5 (five), and hypothesis 6 (six) are managers
with adverse selection conditions will tend to lower projects that are not
profitable when there are self-set hurdle rates compared to managers who
do not have them (H4); managers with adverse selection conditions will
tend to lower projects that are not profitable when there are organization-set
hurdle rates compared to managers who do not have them (H5); managers
with adverse selection conditions will tend to lower projects that are not
profitable when there are self-set hurdle rates compared to managers with
organization-set hurdle rates (H6).
Research Design
This article employs a laboratory experimental procedure with a
design of 2x3 between subjects. The experiment was designed with two
independent variables, namely adverse selection and hurdle rates. Adverse
selection variables have two levels, namely existing and not adverse
selection. Variable hurdle rates have three levels, namely no hurdle rates,
self-set hurdle rates, and organization-set hurdle rates. Participants will be
placed in one cell from six cells randomly.
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Table 1. 2x3 Experimental Design Between Subject
Condition
Adverse Selection

There is no
There is

Hurdle Rates
There is no Self-Set
K1
K2
K4
K5

Organization-set
K3
K6

This article uses a real experimental method by adopting the
research instruments used by Rutledge & Karim (1999) and Cheng et
al (2003) and adapted to the Indonesian context. The experimental task
is divided into two stages. In the first stage, subjects with self-set hurdle
rates were given a minimum rate of IRR (internal rate of return) to be a
consideration for ending the project. The second stage, all participants
were given an explanation that four years ago participants had invested in
a project worth Rp100 billion with an estimated economic life of seven
years (Yunita, Soraya, & Maryudi, 2018; Clinton, 1999). Participants were
informed that the actual results for the first four years of the project were
better than expected (the expected IRR of the first four years was 26.71%
and the actual IRR was 33%). After a four-year project, unexpected events
occur, so the IRR is only 8% for the next three years. In current conditions,
participants are faced with a choice of decision between continuing or not
continuing the project. If the project is not continued, funds from the rest
of the project can be used for other investment alternatives with an IRR of
17%. The minimum IRR required by the company to continue the project
is 15%.
Two groups of participants in the treatment of self-set hurdle
rates and organization-set hurdle rates were each given information that
(1) information about failure to continue the project was not available
to other people in the company or industry (private information), and
(2) termination the project will cause other people in companies and
Vol. 3 No. 2, May - August 2018
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industries to believe the project failed and downgrade their reputation as
highly talented managers and might cause a competing company to attract
more important position bids with higher salaries (incentive to shirk). After
receiving the information, the participants are asked to make a decision to
continue or not continue the existing project with a ten-point Likert scale
(1 = must continue up to 10 = definitely not continuing).
After participants make a decision, they answer the question on
the questionnaire which is a manipulation check. Manipulation checks are
conducted to find out whether participants understand the situation faced
when making a project decision. Check manipulation done as in the study
of Cheng et al (2003). The questionnaire consists of two components,
namely the first component contains two manipulation questions and the
second component asks demographics. The first component of the first
question asks the subject to indicate the type of hurdle rate (if any) that
affects them in making a decision (Dutta & Fan, 2009). Second questions
in the self-set hurdle rates, organization-set hurdle rates, self-set hurdle
rates and adverse selection, and organization-set hurdle rates and adverse
selection were asked to rate the importance of hurdle rates in reaching their
decisions on a ten-point scale (Kalyebara & Ahmed, 2011). The second
component asks a series of demographic questions such as age, gender, and
work experience.
The participants belong to those who have passed management
accounting and financial management courses. The participants with these
criteria are chosen because they already have the ability to assess a project.
The participants have also been applied to previous studies (Harrison &
Harrell, 1993; Rutledge & Karim, 1999; Cheng, et al, 2003; Chong &
Suryawati, 2010; Dewi & Supriyadi, 2012). The independent variables
in this article are 2 (two), namely: adverse selection which is a condition
where the manager has private information and incentive to shirk and
Vol. 3 No. 2, May - August 2018
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hurdle rates (self-set, organization-set), refers to the manager’s level limit
for escalating (Zeineb & Mensi, 2018). The dependent variable is the
tendency of managers to escalate commitments to manager’s decision
preferences to continue (or not) unfavorable projects (Denison, 2009).
The hypotheses was tested using ANOVA analysis (analysis of variance) to
compare the effect of adverse selection conditions, the existence of a selfset hurdle rate and organization of hurdle rates or not, and whether or not
adverse selection and hurdle levels existed rates.
Discussing the Results
The participants were 150 people, yet not all participants could be
used in further testing. They who can be used in testing hypotheses as many
as 135 participants because 15 participants did not complete all research
procedures and did not pass the manipulation check are shown in table 2.
Participant demographic characteristics can be seen in table 3. The results
of descriptive statistics show that all participants have passed management
accounting courses and financial management. These results indicate that
participants are the right proxy for managers. The participants can be used
as a substitute for managers (Clinton, 1999).
Table 2. Participant Data
Information
Experimental participant
Participants who did not complete
all research procedures
Participants who did not pass the
manipulation check
Participants who were the subjects of
the experiment

Vol. 3 No. 2, May - August 2018

Amount (people)
150
4

Percentage (%)
100,00%
2,67%

11

7,33%

135

90,00%
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Table 3. Demographic Characteristics of Participants
Information
Gender

Man
Female

Age

18 – 20 years old
21 – 23 years old
24 – 26 years old
0 years old
1 – 3 years old

Work experience

Already taken
Yes
management accounting No
and financial management
courses

Amount
(people)
73
62
135
34
95

Percentage
(%)
54,07%
45,93%
100,00%
25,19%
70,37%

6
135
129
6
135
135
0

4,44%
100,00%
95,56%
4,44%
100,00%
100,00%
0,00%

135

100,00%

Testing experimental data brings the Anova statistics analysis tool.
The assumption that must be fulfilled in Anova testing is the data that
must have the same variance. This assumption can be shown in the Leven’s
Test of Equality of Error Variance test in table 4. Based on the results of
this test, the F value is 1.667 with a significance of 0.147 that the Anova
model has the same variance.
Table 4. Leven’s Test of Equality of Error Variance
F

df1

df2

Sig.

1,667

5

129

0,147

The results of testing one hypothesis up to the third hypothesis
(H1-H3) are shown in table 5. Table 5 shows that the hurdle rate has an
Vol. 3 No. 2, May - August 2018
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F value of 43.755 with a significance of 0,000. The hurdle rate has an
effect on decreasing the escalation of manager’s commitment. Decreasing
escalation of commitment is influenced by both the self set hurdle rate and
the hurdle rate organization. Based on these tests indicate that H1 and H2
are approved.
Table 5. Between-Subject Test Results
Source

Type III Sum
of Squares
500,379a
3439,188
59,785
210,039

df

Mean Square

Corrected Model
5
100,076
Intercept
1
3439,188
Adverse selection
1
59,785
Hurdle Rates
2
105,020
Adverse selection
77,826
2
38,913
*Hurdle Rates
Error
309,621
129
2,400
Total
5145,000
135
Corrected Total
810,000
134
a. R Squared = .618 (Adjusted R Squared = .603)

F

Sig.

41,695
1432,896
24,909
43,755

0,000
0,000
0,000
0,000

16,213

0,000

The test shows significant support for the third hypothesis (H3)
with an F value of 24,909 with a significance of 0,000. This indicates
that the H3 is supported. Managers with adverse selection conditions will
be more likely to continue projects that are not profitable than managers
who are not in that condition (Shahari, Zakaria, & Rahman, 2015). The
results of the interaction between the hurdle rates and the adverse selection
show significant support under a statistical value of F of 16,213 with a
significance of 0,000. This shows an interaction between hurdle rates and
adverse selection. The test results in table 5 cannot show the results of
the H4-H6 hypothesis so that the Post Hoc test is carried out. Testing
the effect of inter-experimental interactions can be shown in table 6 with
multiple comparison testing.
Vol. 3 No. 2, May - August 2018
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Table 6. Multiple Comparisons Testing
(I) Group

(J) Group

self set hurdle rate and no
adverse selection
organization set hurdle rate
and adverse selection
self set hurdle
organization set hurdle rate
rate and adverse
and no adverse selection
selection
no hurdle rate and adverse
selection
no hurdle rate and no adverse
selection
self set hurdle rate and adverse
selection
organization set hurdle rate
and adverse selection
self set hurdle rate
organization set hurdle rate
and no adverse
and no adverse selection
selection
no hurdle rate and adverse
selection
no hurdle rate and no adverse
selection
self set hurdle rate and adverse
selection
self set hurdle rate and no
adverse selection
organization set
organization set hurdle rate
hurdle rate and
and no adverse selection
adverse selection
no hurdle rate and adverse
selection
no hurdle rate and no adverse
selection
self set hurdle rate and adverse
selection
organization set
self set hurdle rate and no
hurdle rate and no
adverse selection
adverse selection
organization set hurdle rate
and adverse selection

Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Std.
Error

Sig.

-.028

.594

1.000

.427

.404

.952

4.179*

.447

.000

3.295*

.551

.000

4.121*

.393

.000

.028

.594

1.000

.455

.587

.988

4.206*

.617

.000

3.323*

.696

.001

4.149*

.579

.000

-.427

.404

.952

-.455

.587

.988

3.751*

.438

.000

2.868*

.544

.000

3.694*

.382

.000

-4.179*

.447

.000

-4.206*

.617

.000

-3.751*

.438

.000
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no hurdle rate and adverse
selection
no hurdle rate and no adverse
selection
self set hurdle rate and adverse
selection
self set hurdle rate and no
adverse selection
no hurdle rate and organization set hurdle rate
adverse selection
and adverse selection
organization set hurdle rate
and no adverse selection
no hurdle rate and no adverse
selection
self set hurdle rate and adverse
selection
self set hurdle rate and no
adverse selection
no hurdle rate
organization set hurdle rate
and no adverse
and adverse selection
selection
organization set hurdle rate
and no adverse selection
no hurdle rate and adverse
selection

-.883

.577

.799

-.057

.428

1.000

-3.295*

.551

.000

-3.323*

.696

.001

-2.868*

.544

.000

.883

.577

.799

.826

.536

.794

-4.121*

.393

.000

-4.149*

.579

.000

-3.694*

.382

.000

.057

.428

1.000

-.826

.536

.794

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

Table 6 above shows that H4 is supported. The fourth hypothesis
(H4) is the interaction between self set hurdle rate and adverse selection
groups with no hurdle rate and adverse selection. The test shows significant
support for the fourth hypothesis (H4) under a significance value of 0,000
and a mean of 3,295. Managers with adverse selection conditions will
tend to lower projects that are not profitable when there are self-set hurdle
rates compared to managers who do not have them. The fifth hypothesis
(H5) is the interaction between groups of organizations set hurdle rate
and adverse selection with no hurdle rate and adverse selection. The results
show significant support for the fifth hypothesis (H5) with a significance
Vol. 3 No. 2, May - August 2018
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value of 0,000 and a mean of 2,868. Managers with adverse selection
conditions will tend to lower projects that are not profitable when there
are organization-set hurdle rates compared to managers who do not have
them.
Hypothesis six (H6) tests whether managers with adverse selection
conditions will tend to down grade the projects that are not profitable, while
there are self-set hurdle rates compared to managers with organization-set
hurdle rates. The test shows significant support for the six hypotheses (H6)
with a comparison of the mean interaction between self set hurdle rate and
adverse selection with no hurdle rate, adverse selection and organization
set of hurdle rates, and adverse selection with no hurdle rate and adverse
selection. Table 6 shows that H6 is supported, the interaction between the
experimental subjects and the ratio of the two means is 3.295 and 2.868
under a significance of 0.000. The mean comparison of both shows that
managers with adverse selection conditions will tend to be more inclined
to continue projects that are not profitable while there are self-set hurdle
rates compared to managers with organization-set hurdle rates (3,295>
2,868).
Conclusion
This article initially examines adverse selection interactions with
self-set hurdle rates and organization-set hurdle rates. The statistical testing
shows that all hypotheses are approved. The managers with self-set hurdle
rates will tend to not continue projects that are not profitable than managers
who do not have hurdle rates. The managers who have restrictions on
their own abilities regarding conditions that are being experienced from
previous experience will be more likely to reduce the escalation of their
commitment. In addition, the managers with adverse selection conditions
will be more likely to continue projects that are not profitable than
Vol. 3 No. 2, May - August 2018
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managers who are not in these conditions. When a manager has personal/
confidential information and acts for his own interests, they will be more
inclined to escalate commitments related to unfavourable projects.
Furthermore, the managers with adverse selection conditions will
tend to subordinate projects that are not profitable while there are self-set
hurdle rates compared to managers who do not have them. This happens
because a manager has personal information and personal interests but
has past experience regarding unfavourable projects. This condition
encourages a manager not to continue a project that is not profitable
because it has limitations on his own abilities. The managers with adverse
selection conditions will tend to lower projects that are not profitable
while there are organization-set hurdle rates compared to managers who
do not have them. This can occur if a manager is given limitations on
the company’s ability to continue projects that do not benefit so that it
will reduce the escalation of commitment even though the manager has
personal information and personal interests.
The managers with adverse selection conditions will tend to lesser
projects that are not profitable when there are self-set hurdle rates compared
to managers with organization-set hurdle rates. There are interactions
between adverse selection with self-set hurdle rates and organization-set
hurdle rates. The managers who have personal information and personal
interests will be less willing to escalate commitments by measuring their
own abilities rather than restrictions from the organization. This research
is an experimental study so that the results are very dependent on the
subject of research proxy with students so that it must be more careful in
generalizing the results. This article only tested the effect of hurdle rates
and adverse selection on the escalation of commitments; it can add other
independent variables, especially variables that reduce the escalation of
commitment of a manager.
Vol. 3 No. 2, May - August 2018
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